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ABSTRACT 

The study proposes a quantum approach to explain existence and main features of the gravitational waves 
radiated by an isolated two body orbiting system. The quantum eigenvalues of such a system are calculated 
with the help of the space-time quantum uncertainty, without additional hypotheses via an “ab initio” 
model. The approach is deliberately non-relativistic: The model does not implement any relativistic 
assumption and shows that the mere quantum approach is enough to get energy loss and orbit radius 
contraction coincident with that early inferred by Einstein. However the outcomes of the model also show 
features typical of the quantum systems, which are purposely discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The general relativity is commonly regarded as the 
natural starting point and master tool to describe the 
structure and evolution of the universe; in effect the 
modern cosmology was born with the early models of 
inflationary universe of De Sitter implementing the 
cosmological constant. The theoretical basis to describe 
the evolution of the universe was successively provided 
by the Friedmann solution of the Einstein gravity field 
equations. The parallel progress of the quantum theory, 
historically born in the conceptual frame of the particle 
physics, allowed valuable understanding about the 
nuclear processes that generate the energy irradiated by 
the stars; also, explaining the abundance of chemical 
elements of the universe (Clayton, 2007; Seeger et al., 
1965) was probably the most successful contribution of 
the quantum mechanics to the cosmology. While the 
relativity opened the pathway to a new class of 
unpredicted phenomena, e.g., the gravitational lensing 
(Cohen, 1988; Blandford and Narayan, 1992) and the 
generation of gravitational waves (Landau and Lifshitz, 
1987; Thorne, 1973; Marck and Lasota, 1997), still today 
the quantum mechanics remains in the common sense the 
science of the microscopic world. On the one side the 
quantum physics is required to explain specific topics 
like the Hawking entropy (Hartle and Hawking, 1976), 
the vacuum polarization at the event horizon of black 
holes (Peskin and Schroeder, 1995), the origin of the 

cosmic microwave background radiation (Dinculescu, 
2013) and the vacuum energy density (Milonni, 1994); 
also, the standard model has been implemented to 
attempt explaining the dark energy and dark matter 
(Jungmann et al., 1996). On the other side, however, the 
contribution of quantum mechanics seems mostly 
confined to topics anyway related to the physics of 
elementary particles. This limitation is partially due to 
the difficulty of transferring the information on nano-
scale phenomena to the knowledge of the whole 
universe; yet it surely rests also on the conceptual 
difficulty of implementing the weird concepts of non-
reality and nonlocality to understand the objects which 
the universe is made of. Some hint to overcome this 
information gap comes from the string cosmology 
(Lidsey et al., 2000), formulated in order to obtain an 
inflationary model of universe; assuming that the usual 
four-dimensional universe is actually a particular brane 
in the frame of a higher dimensional space, the string 
theory formulates the metric of the model at various 
energy scales. According to this theory the gravitons that 
carry the gravitational interaction should be vibrations of 
closed strings (Rothman and Boughn, 2006; Will, 1998). 
These new theories share the peculiarity of requiring a 
large number of extra-dimensions, e.g., 26 for bosonic 
string theories (Polchinski, 1998) or 10 for superstring 
theories (Polchinski, 2001) or 11 according to the so-
called M-theory (Duff, 1996), whose existence is still 
today not definitively proven by the experimental 
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evidence; moreover the lack of an agreement on the 
number of extra-dimensions, still unfixed itself, makes 
questionable the physical meaning of its actual reality. 
Besides these attempts, therefore, the direct involvement 
of quantum physics and its concepts to relativistic 
problems like the generation of gravitational waves and 
the light beam bending would be useful. An example of 
possible problem is suggested in this respect by the 
quantum interaction of atoms with radiation; the electron 
energy levels absorb electromagnetic energy and get an 
excited state, from which they successively decay by 
emission of radiation. The general relativity describes the 
emission of gravitational waves calculating  ∂ε/∂t<0 and 
∂r/∂t<0: Energy is lost by an orbiting system, whose 
orbital radius therefore shrinks as a function of time. A 
possible question is the following: Could an orbiting 
system and its energy release be regarded as a resonance 
driven reversible phenomenon? In other words: Could 
the gravitational waves emitted by a given system with 
appropriate frequency be absorbed by another orbiting 
system correctly tuned, which is thus raised to an excited 
state with higher energy and larger orbit radius? Further 
questions are of course possible, for instance: Let a two 
body orbiting system be such that its size and total mass 
fulfil the black hole condition; could in principle such a 
system emit gravitational waves? The quantum 
mechanics appears to be an appropriate tool to 
investigate such kind of theoretical problems, which 
remain however still today deeply rooted into the realm 
of the gravitational theories only. Some papers recently 
published have shown the chance of a more substantial 
incorporation of quantum concepts into the typical 
domain of the general relativity implementing the space-
time quantum uncertainty only. For instance it has been 
possible to replicate the solution of the Friedmann 
equation via the statistical formulation of the quantum 
uncertainty equations early introduced as attempt to 
describe quantum systems (Tosto, 2013a); in this way 
even the Lorentz transformations and the Hawking 
entropy have been inferred as a corollary. 

The present paper proposes an attempt to implement 
directly quantum ideas into two large scale problems of 
cosmological valence, the gravitational waves and the 
light beam bending. Of course this does not mean merely 
replicating known results of the relativity; rather, it 
allows enriching our current understanding on these 
topics with the help of quantum ideas. 

The following “ab initio” model introduces an 
approach deliberately non-relativistic: The aim is to show 
that relativistic results are nevertheless easily obtained 
plugging considerations of classical physics into the 
quantum world via the space-time uncertainty only. In 
particular the approach outlined below aims to show that 

even the naïve quantum model of a gravitational system 
with circular orbits is enough to infer existence and 
main properties of gravitational waves; despite this 
topic is typically regarded as a relevant outcome of the 
general relativity only, the following considerations 
show that instead the gravitational waves can be in fact 
regarded as a quantum phenomenon. 

2. QUANTUM BACKGROUND 

Physicists believe unsatisfactory a quantum theory 
based on the wave function ψ without direct physical 
meaning, e.g., (Leonhardt and Paul, 1995); indeed ψ*ψ 
only has the statistical meaning of probability density 
and contains the maximum information obtainable about 
a physical system. Moreover also the Wigner distribution 
function (Levanda and Fleurov, 2001), although 
providing significant information about the quantum 
states, presents conceptual difficulties: It cannot be 
really regarded like a probability distribution in the 
classical sense, rather it is a quasi-probability that can 
take even negative values; moreover it can represent the 
average value of an observable but not, in general, also 
its higher power moments. Both these difficulties are 
bypassed exploiting the statistical formulation of the 
quantum uncertainty, regarded as a fundamental 
assumption itself; it reads in one space dimension: 
 

xx P n t∆ ∆ = = ∆ε∆h  (1) 

 
The second equality is formally obtained from the 

former rewriting (∆x/vx) (vx ∆Px) = nh  with vx = ∆x/∆t 
and ∆ε = vx ∆Px; the number n of allowed states is 
uniquely defined and arbitrary like the sizes of the 
uncertainty ranges. Equation (1 and 2) compel the positions: 
 

x xx x    P P    t t    → ∆ → ∆ → ∆ ε → ∆ε  (2) 

 
The Equation (1) are the unique assumption of the 

model, no further hypothesis is necessary besides that of 
waiving the random local values of the dynamical 
variables, considered random, unknown and 
unpredictable; in other words, the positions (2) are 
compliant with the idea that coordinates do not exist a 
priori in nature, being only mathematical artifices used in 
describing the reality. The quantum eigenvalues show 
indeed that they play no role in the formulation of the 
observables. The Equation (1) enable the quantum 
properties of particles to be inferred considering the 
definitions of the physical observables of interest only, 
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without solving the pertinent wave equations. The 
conceptual features of the present quantum model and its 
extension to the relativity have been described elsewhere 
(Tosto, 2012; 2013a); here two remarks only are shortly 
sketched to highlight why the positions (2) have 
prospective interest also in cosmology. First of all, these 
positions waive introducing a particular reference system. 
Write for instance ∆x = x1-x0 in any R, with xo and x1 
boundary coordinates arbitrary and unknown. Either of 
them, say xo, defines the distance of the range from the 
origin of R, whereas x1 defines its size; if however xo is 
arbitrary and indefinable, then R is indefinable as well. 
Hence, once accepting the positions (2), all reference 
systems are equivalent as concerns the consequences of 
the Equation (1) on the basis of uncertainty ranges only; of 
course an analogous reasoning holds for all ranges. This 
conclusion is clearly compliant with one basic assumption 
of the relativity. Moreover, the fact that x1 is arbitrary as 
well, means that the timespace scale of validity of 
Equation (1) is not fixed; since this holds for all ranges, 
this means that the present model holds regardless of the 
nano-or micro-or macro-scale of space, time, energy and 
momentum of the concerned quantum system. 

3. QUANTUM MODEL OF A TWO-BODY 
GRAVITATIONAL SYSTEM 

Consider in an arbitrary reference frame R an isolated 
orbiting system formed by two classical particles having 
total mass M = m1+m2 and interacting via the potential 
field ϕ. Introducing the reduced mass µ = m1m2/M and 
the angular momentum J of the system, both expected for 
interacting particles, the classical energy equation 

2p / 2ε = µ + ϕ  is 2 2 2
rp / 2 J / 2 rε = µ + µ + ϕ , where r is the 

distance of µ from the fixed origin of R. Let us expand ϕ 
in series of powers of r to determine the effect of the 
perturbation on the system induced by the interaction; as 
here we are interested in particular to a field tending to a 
constant at infinity, write without loss of generality 

k

k 0 k
r

∞ −
=

ϕ = α∑  with appropriate coefficients αk that 

specify the pertinent kind of potential. Put ∆ε = ε-αo; the 
classical energy equation reads at the second order of the 
potential series development: 
 

2 2
r 2 1

2 2

P b J 2( b)

2 r 2 r r

+ α − µ α∆ε = + + + + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
µ µ

 (3) 

 
The classical energy range ∆ε defined by ε and the 

constant potential term αo is in principle exactly 

definable; for instance nothing prevents putting αo = 0 if 
in particular the potential energy is set equal to zero at 
infinity. Moreover the local dynamical variables require 
specifying a reference system, e.g., whose origin 
coincides with the orbit centre or orbit focus.  

At this point let us take into account the condition 
compelled by Equation (1) on the conjugate dynamical 
variables; this requires implementing the positions (2), 
according which r →∆r and pr→∆pr. Being now ∆pr = 
n h /∆r  the Equation (3) turns at the second order into: 
 

2
2 1

2 2

(n ) 2b J 2( b)

2 r 2 r r

+ µ + α − µ α∆ε = + +
µ∆ µ∆ ∆

h
 

 
Note that the positions (2) do not introduce a mere 

change of notation. The range ∆ε encloses the possible ε 
related to all of the allowed values of local dynamical 
variables r and pr within the respective ∆r and ∆pr, i.e., the 
size of ∆ε corresponds to and is consequence of the sizes of 
these latter: The classical equation linking dynamical 
variables exactly known turns into the connection between 
uncertainty ranges of these dynamical variables, whose 
local values included within them are now completely 
arbitrary and unknown by definition. This holds also for the 
angular momentum J, which is expected to change within 
its consequent range ∆J. The uncertainty ranges introduced 
without any hypothesis about their boundary values waive 
the existence of a specific reference system, which becomes 
from now on arbitrary and indeterminable itself; in effect 
this is demonstrated below. Rewrite identically as follows 
the equation resulting from the positions (2): 
 

2
2

1

2

2 2
1 2

2 2

(n ) 2b1

2 r(n ) 2b

1 J 2( b)

2 (n ) 2b 2 r

 + µµα
 ∆ε = +
 µ ∆+ µ 

µα + α − µ− +
+ µ µ∆

h

h

h

 (4) 

 
Owing to the different physical meaning of ∆ε in 

the classical Equation (3) and in the quantum 
Equation (4) by effect of the positions (2), the symbol 
∆ implements the consequent idea that n is arbitrary 
and not uniquely definable; ∆ε symbolizes an arbitrary 
range of energies corresponding to the respective 
values of n, in agreement with the concept of quantum 
uncertainty previously introduced. Otherwise stated, 
∆ε defines a set of quantized values ε(n). At this point 
minimize ∆ε putting equal to zero the positive squared 
term, which means searching the set of minimum 
energy values in it included; one finds: 
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2 2 2

1 2
022

1

2
1

0 2

(n ) 2b J 2( b)
r          

2 (n ) 2b

1

2 (n ) 2b

+ µ µα + α − µ∆ = − ∆ε = − ε
µα + µ

µαε =
+ µ

h

h

h

  (5) 

 
Note that in principle both (nħ)2+2bµ>0 and (nħ)2 + 

2bµ<0 are allowed, being anyway ∆r real; these chances 
depend on nħ and on the sign of b, on which no 
hypothesis has been made. Taking for instance ∆r 
positive by definition, the inequalities require 
respectively α1<0 and α1>0. Accordingly the sign of 
the second addend of the Equation (4) depends upon 
b, that of the third addend upon α2-b with respect to 
J2/2µ and so on; by consequence ∆ε can consist of 
both negative binding energies or positive non-
binding energies. This shows that both attractive and 
repulsive gravitational potentials are in principle 
allowed in the present model, as already found in 
(Tosto, 2013b). In this study α1<0 with (nħ)2+2bµ>0 
only is of interest and will be next considered. 

To assess the second Equation (5), it is necessary 
to find the quantum expression of J2 and then 
determine the series coefficients a1 and b. Calculate 
first the component Jw = r×p·w of J = r×p along the 
arbitrary unit vector w. Once again the positions (2) 
compel r →∆r and p→∆p to calculate the number l of 
states consistent with the ranges ∆r and ∆p physically 
allowed to the particle. So Jw = (∆r×∆p)·w yields Jw = 
∆χ×∆p, where ∆χ = w×∆r. Therefore Jw = 0 if ∆p and 
∆χ are orthogonal; else ∆χ·∆p = (∆p·∆χ/χ)χ with χ = 
|∆χ| yields ±∆pχ = ∆p·∆χ/ |∆χ| and thus Jw=±∆χ∆pχ, 
i.e., Jw = ±lħ according to Equation (1). In principle 
one component of J only is knowable: Repeating the 
same approach for another component would trivially 
mean changing w. So the average values 2 2

x yJ ,  J< > < >  

and 2
zJ< >  calculated in the same way should be equal; 

hence the x- and y- and z-components averaged over the 
possible states summing (lħ)2 from -L to +L, where L is 
an arbitrary maximum value of l, yield 

i

i

l L2 2
i l L

J ( l) / (2L 1)
=

−
= +∑ h i.e.,

32 2 2
ii 1

J J L(L 1)
=

= < > = +∑ h . 

The mere physical definition of angular momentum has 
been exploited to find quantum results completely 
analogous to that of the wave mechanics without any 
hypothesis on the details about the classical angular motion, 
actual nature of the particles and interaction potential to 
which is linked the angular momentum. Hence the Equation 
(5) and this last result yield Equation (6): 

1
0 G 0

2
2

0 2

ang

ang

           
2 r

l(l 1) 2( b)

(n ) 2b

α∆ε = ε − ε ε = −ε =
∆

+ + α − µε = ε
+ µ

h

h

 (6) 

 
The binding energy is clearly εG = -εo. To assess this 

result, let us specify α1 putting first α2 = 0 and b = 0 for 
simplicity, i.e., considering the first order term of the 
potential energy only; so εo and εang defining the range ∆ε 
refer to the potential energy ϕ approximated by α1/∆r only. 

Examine first α1 = -Ze2, as already inferred in (Tosto, 
2013b); in this particular case εo = Z2e4µ/2(nħ)2, whereas 
the binding energy is εG = -εo and ∆r = (nħ)2/Ze2µ. One 
finds thus the old Bohr radius and the electron energy levels 
of the hydrogenlike atoms and ions, together with the well 
known condition 0≤l≤ n-1 consistent with a bound state of 
the system. Under this condition only, indeed, ∆ε<0; the 
negative sign means that the uncertainty range includes 
binding energy eigenvalues. This result has no specific 
interest for the purposes of the present paper, it has been 
quoted here as a formal check only. It is known that the 
quantum numbers n and l resulting in the solution of the 
Schrodinger wave equation can take any values; this remind 
helps better understanding the postulated arbitrariness of the 
number of states in Equation (1), which in fact coincide 
with the respective quantum numbers. 

More interesting and far reaching is instead the 
case where α1 = -GµM according to the Newton law, 
also inferred in (Tosto, 2013b); putting α2 = b = 0, one 
finds now that Equation (7): 
 

2 2

r2

2 3 2

G 2

(n ) G M
r       P

G M n

G M G M

2(n ) 2 r

µ∆ = ∆ =
µ

µ µε = − = −
∆

h

h

h

 (7) 

 
are the first order eigenvalues of the quantized 
gravitational system; in particular εG is its binding 
energy. Moreover one also finds Equation (8): 
 

ang G 0 G2

l(l 1)

n

+ε = ε ε = ε  (8) 

 
The formal analogy with the Coulomb systems is due 

to that of the common kind of central potential -ξ/∆r. In 
particular is still true that the bound state of energy εG, 
i.e., the existence of an orbiting system itself, requires 
0≤l≤n-1 at the Newtonian order of approximation. In 
conclusion, the third equality emphasizes that εG 
coincides with the potential energy of a reduced mass µ 
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delocalized within a space uncertainty range 2∆r around 
the gravitational centre, in agreement with the physical 
meaning of reduced mass. The factor 2 is due to the fact 
that each eigenvalue εG is defined by the diametric 
uncertainty range 2∆r of µ, as it is reasonable to expect, 
whereas the initial energy equation derived from the 
classical Equation (3) is defined as a function of ∆r. 
Actually this result emphasizes that, as previously 
explained, the eigenvalues εG do not need specifying any 
particular reference system; µ is indeed defined for two 
masses orbiting around an orbital centre, whose position is 
however no longer specifiable and inessential.  

It is instructive to conclude this section estimating n in 
the case of the system sun/earth, whose masses are about 
2×1030 Kg and 6×1024 Kg respectively; their average 
distance ∆r is about 1.5×1011 m. So the Equation (7) yield 
Equation (9): 
 

74 33
G

3 7 1

n GM r 10 2.7 10 J

MG / r 2 10 s− −

µ= ∆ ≈ ε = − ×

ω = ∆ = ×
h  (9) 

 
The last equation is justified soon below. It is known 

that an excited atom decays from its current n-dependent 
electron energy level to the ground state with n = 1; it is 
thus reasonable to expect that the same holds also for the 
gravitational system. This allows defining the change 
δεG of εG of Equation (7) due to the change δn during 
δ∆t; note in this respect that for changes δn of n as a 
function of time such that δn << n it is possible to regard 
δn as a continuous variable. 

Despite the Equation (7) and (15) do not depend 
explicitly upon the time, they nevertheless prospect the 
possibility of introducing via the change δn both δ∆εG/δ∆t 
and δ∆r/δ∆t: Indeed δn entails the change δ∆εG of the 
initial range of eigenvalues as a function of δ∆t. As from 
now on is of interest the change of energy related to that of 
n, which is balanced by a corresponding energy released 
as gravitational waves, let ∆εG be the energy range 
including all eigenvalues εG = εG (µ,n, ω,∆r) with n falling 
between arbitrary no and no±δn; the notation ∆εG means 
that we are considering a range of values of εG 
corresponding to various values of n, rather than any 
specific value of εG pertinent to its related value of n. 

4. QUANTUM MODEL OF 
GRAVITATIONAL WAVES 

This section considers for simplicity the Equation (7) 
instead of the more complete Equation (6); the physical 
meaning of the second order term of potential energy ϕ, 
here represented by the series coefficient b, will be 

concerned in the next section. Note that in Equation (7) 
appears the quantity MG, which has physical dimensions 
time-2×length3; this suggests that MG should be 
proportional to square frequency and cubic distance. In 
effect, assuming the following link between revolving 
frequency and orbital radius Equation (10): 
 

2 3r MGω ∆ =  (10) 
 

It is possible to write Equation (11): 
 

2

G

G M v 2
r r    v r    

2 2 r

µ µ πε ∆ = − = − ∆ = ω∆ ω =
∆

  (11) 

 
The well known position (10) is therefore justified 

without need of proportionality factor: As such, indeed, 
it gives εG the further physical meaning of link between 
the kinetic and potential energies of µ via the Equation 
(7). In effect one finds Equation (12): 
 

2 2G M
U ( r) v

r

µ= − = −µ ω∆ = −µ
∆

 (12) 

 
which is nothing else but the virial theorem U 2T= −  

valid also in quantum mechanics and already found itself 
in (Tosto, 2013b). Moreover, taking both signs allowed 

for 2ω the Equation (10) also yields Equation (13): 
 

G

n

2

ωε = ± h
 (13) 

 
With the help of the Equation (7), which also reads 

nħω = ±(εG-εo); this expression is formally similar to that 
of the electromagnetic waves emitted/absorbed via 
electron transitions, indeed the double sign of δ(εG-εo)/δn 
replaces the energy lost/gained by the atomic system. 

Calculate now U / rδ δ∆ , to which corresponds the 
radial force −Fr; since this force corresponds to the time 
change of radial momentum, then it must be true that 

r rp F∆ =& , i.e., rU / r pδ δ∆ = −∆& . This result is important as 

it introduces the time into the model despite all 
equations so far introduced do not depend explicitly 
upon ∆t. This is possible once admitting that ∆r is 
allowed changing via n as a function of time, which is 
indeed reasonable as the Equation (1) link in principle 
all uncertainty range sizes to ∆t. 

In fact, the uncertainty compels introducing itself the 
time together with the space dynamical variables. 

To exploit these results note that the first equality of 
the Equation (12) yields 2U / r G M / rδ δ∆ = µ ∆ and thus 
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2
rp - r∆ = µω ∆&  describes a centripetal force 2

rF r′ = −µω ∆ ; 

the second equality yields instead 2U / r 2 rδ δ∆ = − µω ∆ , 

which describes thus a centrifugal force 2
rF 2 r′′= µω ∆ . 

This is because actually the former result concerns directly 
∆r only, the latter ω∆r while being ω = ω (∆r) because of 
Equation (10). The apparent ambiguity is therefore due to 
the way of regarding the variation δ∆r, which is not 
uniquely defined in the present model; as the Equation (1) 
relate ∆r to ∆pr, the link between δ∆r and δ∆pr depends on 
how is regarded the number n of states. Write in general: 
 

r 2

n n r
p

r r

δ δ∆δ∆ = −
∆ ∆
h h

 (14) 

 
If n is constant, then Equation (14) yields -µω2 ∆r =- 

nħ∆r−2δ∆r/δ∆t i.e., δ∆r/δ∆t = µω2∆r3/nħ; the relationship 
of δ∆pr/δ∆t with rF′  has been guessed on the basis of their 

common minus sign. Moreover according to the Equation 
(10) the last equation reads µMG/nħ = δ∆r/δ∆t and thus, 
thanks to the second Equation (7), δ∆r/δ∆t = vr being vr = 
∆pr/µ; making explicit ∆pr = pr2-pr1, therefore, the net 
radial deformation rate of ∆r results related to that of the 
boundaries pr2/µ and pr1/µ of the radial momentum range. 

With n not constant, instead, Equation (7) yields δ∆r 
= 2∆rδn/n; replacing into the Equation (14) one finds 
δ∆pr = -nħδ∆r/2∆r2. 

These equations emphasize how to define the time 
derivatives rp∆& of the radial momentum uncertainty range. 

Of course is of interest here just the case of variable n to 
infer the sought equation of the gravitational waves; 
hence, equating rp / tδ∆ δ∆  to Fr′′ , one finds Equation (15): 
 

2rp r 4 MG
2 r       

t t n

δ∆ δ∆ µ= µω ∆ = −
δ∆ δ∆ h

 (15) 

 
Consider now two constant quantities that characterize 

the system orbiting circularly, i.e., v = ω∆r and ω2∆r3 = 
MG; these equations are exploited to find the relationship 
between δω and δ∆r as a function of δn, which indeed is 
the quantity expected to change as a function of δ∆t. One 
finds ∆r3δ(ω2)+3ω2∆r2δ∆r = 0, whereas the first Equation 
(7) yields also δ∆r = (2∆r/n)δn; hence δ(ω2) + 6ω2 δn/n = 
0 yields ω2 =-nδ(ω2)/6δn and thus Equation (16): 
 

2 2
2 2n ( )

n             n / ( ) 0
6 n

δ ωω = − δ δ ω <
δ

h
h  (16) 

 
The inequality means that when decreasing n must 

increase ω, as it is reasonable to expect recalling that n 

controls the extent of ∆r: The closer is µ to the orbit centre, 
the faster must be its revolution rate. Consider now that the 
variation δn is an arbitrary integer, in principle not 
dependent on the initial n and having sign opposite to that 
of δ(ω2); this agrees with the fact that gravitational waves 
are emitted when n decreases down to its ground value n = 
1 during the decay of the orbiting energy, whereas 
conversely they excite the orbiting system if absorbed. 
Clearly, even δω does not depend on the initial ω. As the 
last equation has the form 3ω2δ(n2) = -n2δ(ω2) it seems 
reasonable to guess that ω2δ(n2) = const so that n2δ (ω2) = -
3const as well; this confirms the opposite signs of δ(n2) and 
δ(ω2). Then it also must be true that nħω2 = ħcost/2δn; 
moreover by dimensional reasons it seems rational to think 
const proportional to the square Planck frequency 2

plω  via 

an appropriate proportionality factor q. Thus one obtains: 
 

5
pl2 2

pl pl

W c
n       W

q n G
ω = = ω =

δ
h h  (17) 

 
being Wpl the Planck power. Therefore it is possible 

to write the following chain of equations with the help of 
the Equation (17) and (15) Equation (18): 
 

2

pl

r MG MG
4 4q n

t n W

δ∆ µω µω= − = − δ
δ∆ ωh

 (18) 

 
An analogous procedure is now carried out for ∆εG 

with the help of this last result; owing to the last equation 
(7), the chain of equations is now Equation (19): 
 

G G

2 6 2 6 4

2
pl pl

r

t r t

(M G) r
2q n 2q n

r W W

δ∆ε δ∆ε δ∆= =
δ∆ δ∆ δ∆

µ ω µ ω ∆− δ = − δ
∆

 (19) 

 
Note that this last result reads also: 

 
2

G G
2

pl

(n )
4q n

t r W

δ∆ε ω ∆ε= δ
δ∆ µ∆

h
 (20) 

 
which also introduces νgw = (δ∆εG/∆εG)/δ∆t, being νgw 
the frequency corresponding to the energy loss δ∆εG/∆εG 
per unit time. To make understandable the physical 
meaning of this result write 2 2 2 22(n ) / r (n ) / Tω µ∆ = ωh h , 
whose right hand side reduces with the help of the 
Equation (17) and (12) to 2 2 2

plW / (q T n )δ . Hence, 

replacing into the Equation (20), one obtains 

gw pl2q n W / Tν δ =  and thus Equation (21): 
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pl
gw gw gw

W
n          2       q

T
ω δ = ω = πν = π  (21) 

 
With the last position, the frequency of the wave 

irradiated appears expressed at left hand side per 
revolution period, coherently with ω defining T . The 
smaller this latter, the greater the frequency of the wave 
irradiated; being T the current kinetic energy of µ in the 
orbiting system dissipating energy, its small residual 
value indicates great energy lost, in agreement with the 
inequality (16). The Planck power plays here the role of 
proportionality constant. Moreover it is interesting the 
chance of expressing νgw as a function of the Planck 
frequency νPl  with the given definition of q Equation (22): 
 

2
pl

gw

(h )
h n

T

ν
ν δ =  (22) 

 
Eventually, replacing q into Equation (18) and (19), 

one finds: 
 

2 4 6

5
quant

2 4 6

5
Einst

G r
2 n

t c

32 G r

t 5 c

δ∆ε µ ∆ ω  = − π δ δ∆ 

δε µ ∆ ω  = − δ 

 (23) 

 
3 4

5
quant

3 4

5
Einst

G r
4 n

t c

r 64 G r

t 5 c

δ∆ε µ∆ ω  = − π δ δ∆ 

δ µ∆ ω  = − δ 

 (24) 

 
The second set reports the well known Einstein 

equation of energy loss of a gravitational system via 
emission of gravitational waves. It appears that the 
functional dependence of the energy loss on the 
quantities that characterize the circular orbiting motion 
of the reduced mass µ is identical to that of the quantum 
formulas; however, the constant factors 32/5 and 64/5 of 
the relativistic formulas are replaced by 2πδn and 4πδn 
of the respective quantum results. Note that the 
relativistic numerical factors differ from the respective 
2π and 4π by less than 2%, which shows that the present 
result substantially agrees with that of Einstein for δn = 
1; in effect the change of the integer n can be nothing 
else but any integer itself. However just the presence of 
δn is the main difference, peculiar of the present 
approach. Note that the differential δ∆t = δ (t-to) reduces 
to the differential δt if the lower boundary to of the time 
uncertainty range is constant; the same holds also for δ∆ε 

= δ(ε-εo), which reduces to δε if in particular is constant 
εo. Moreover, as in fact the energy loss is due to the 
emission of gravitational waves via transitions between 
gravitational energy levels of the orbiting system, it 
appears natural to expect that this loss should contain an 
integer factor accounting for various higher frequencies 
of the waves; so δ∆ε must be intended as alteration of 
the range of energy levels per unit gap of gravitational 
quantum number per unit change of time range. 
Otherwise stated more shortly: δ∆ε is due to the 
deformation of the space-time, δ∆r and δ∆t, in the 
presence of an orbiting system. Once again, replacing 
local values with uncertainty ranges is the key point of 
the present model: As any expression having the form 
χδn with χ = χ(ω,∆r) and δn = n2-n1 reads actually ∆χ = 
χn2-χn1, it follows that the left hand sides of the 
quantum Equation (23) and (24) are quantized changes 
included in the range ∆χ  defined by n1<n<n2. 

Eventually, changing the sign of δn means that δ∆εG/δ∆t 
and δ∆r/δ∆t change sign as well; i.e., the gravitational 
system gains energy when increasing its number of allowed 
states. In other words, the fact that either sign is allowed 
to δn shows that emission and absorption of gravitational 
waves are symmetric processes. Owing to the fact that n 
of orbiting systems is very high, i.e., it can be regarded 
in practice as a continuous variable, it is reasonable to 
expect that different gravitational systems can exchange 
energy via gravitational waves. 

5. THE BLACK HOLE EFFECT 

Consider a hypersphere of radius ∆r enclosing the 
total mass M of the orbiting system; the average density 
within this hypersphere is  ρ = 3M/4π∆r3, which also 
yields the energy density per unit area ρc2∆r/3 = 
Mc2/4π∆r2 at the surface of the hypersphere. Moreover 
also MGρ has physical dimensions of energy per unit 
surface, as indeed it is proportional to Mω2; multiplying 
thus this latter by ω one finds the related power per unit 
surface as well. This section implements the chance of 
calculating bulk and surface energy densities via ρ. The 
particular case, in principle possible, where M and ∆r 
fulfil the black hole condition found in (Tosto, 2013b) ∆rbh 
=2MG/c2 is concerned below; the subscript bh stands for 
black hole from now on. In effect nothing excludes in 
principle the possibility that, given a hypersphere of radius 
∆rbh enclosing M, is verified the condition Equation (25): 
 

6

bh 3 2
bh

3M 3c

4 r 32 G (MG)
ρ = =

π∆ π
 (25) 
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Replacing ∆rbh into the Equation (7) one finds εbh = 
µc2/4, to which corresponds the maximum value of 
angular momentum 2 2 2

bh bhc / 4 J / 2 rµ = µ∆ still consistent 

with a bound state; 2 2
bh bhJ ( c r / 2)= µ ∆ yields then |Jbh| = 

m1m2G/c, which reads in particular |Jbh| = m2G/c for m1 
= m2 = m. Moreover at the event horizon of the mass M 
the equation (25) yields the energy 

2 2 2
bh bh bhc r / 3 Mc / 4 rρ ∆ = π∆  per unit surface, which can be 

also expressed as a function of ρbh/3 as follows: 
 

4
bh

bh

MG 2 c

3 r 32 G

ρ =
∆ π

 (26) 

 
The papers (Tosto, 2012; 2013b) have shown the 

physical meaning of event horizon at ∆r = ∆rbh in the 
frame of the quantum approach based on the Equation 
(1); this fact encourages therefore extending the results 
of the previous section also to the particular case where 
M and ∆r are effectively subjected to the constrain of the 
Equation (25), according which the orbit plane becomes 
the diametric section of a hypersphere of radius ∆rbh. In 
principle one could suspect that no emission of 
gravitational waves should be allowed in such a case; 
indeed the gravitational waves subtract energy to the 
system, which therefore tends to shrink its size. However 
transferring any kind of radiation energy away from the 
event horizon of the black hole identified by such a 
hypersphere should be forbidden, whence the question: 
Is it possible to confirm such a conclusion in the frame 
of the present quantum model? In practice the 
impossibility of energy radiation could occur by forming 
a gravitational wave that however is trapped at the event 
horizon and falls back into the orbiting system, thus 
releasing to this latter its initial formation energy; as the 
global energy balance of such a process is null, one 
concludes that the effective release of gravitational 
waves is hindered. Assume therefore that the left hand 
side of the Equation (26) represents an energy density 
that cannot be irradiated. This equation is however useful 
to assess approximately the energy per unit surface at a 
distance very close to and in fact just beyond the event 
horizon, which therefore can be irradiated outwards as a 
gravitational wave. So, before concerning the actual 
black body condition, let us try to estimate the energy of 
the wave emitted as a function of that stored near the 
black hole boundary; to this purpose we implement an 
energy expectedly similar to that calculated just at the 
right hand side of the Equation (26) via the known 
expression of ∆rbh. Express thus the energy per unit 

surface at any ∆r>∆rbh also as 2
bh bhU / A ( r ) / A= µ ω ∆ via 

the surface A to be defined; U  is regarded in the same 
way, i.e., it correlates the wave energy emissible to the 
potential energy of µ just outside the event horizon. 
Linking the Equation (26) to this latter with a 
proportionality constant  ξ, one finds: 
 

2 4
bh bh

bh

( r ) 2 c

A r 32 G
≈ ≈

≈

µ ω ∆ = ξ
∆ π

 

 
with notation bh≈  emphasizing that ω and ∆r of the 
system are close to that of the Equation (26). This yields: 
 

2
2 2bh

bh bh4

r 32 G v
       v ( r )

2A c
≈

≈ ≈
∆ π µξ = = ω ∆  

 
To guess the appropriate definition of ξ and A, 

consider the emission of waves perpendicularly to the 
plane of the orbit. Define therefore the area A as shown 
in the Fig. 1, i.e., in order to introduce an observation 
point of the transiting wave at the distance ∆r from the 
boundary surface, which is a distance ∆rbh apart from the 
orbit centre; the observer is at the vertex of an ideal cone 
whose base is the orbit area 2

bhr≈π∆ . The measure 

apparatus collects the waves coming from the orbit plane 
and included within the lateral surface 

2 2
bh bh bhA r r ( r r )≈ ≈ ≈= π∆ ∆ + ∆ + ∆  of the cone, as it is shown 

in Fig. 2. So A  ≈ π∆r≈bh∆r, if ∆r>>∆r≈bh; whence 
∆r≈bh/2A≈ (2π∆r)−1. Hence: 
 

2

4

16G v

c r

µξ =
∆

 

 
So, aside from the numerical coefficient, ξ defined 

above results to be the ratio between the available potential 
energy of µ and the Planck force times the propagation 
distance of the wave to the detection point; i.e., 
ξ∝η(∆rbh)/η(∆r), where η stands for energy at the 
respective distances. The fact that ξ →0 for ∆r→∞ confirms 
that ξ yields the attenuation of the local intensity of the 
gravitational wave at the distance ∆r. Note that in the 
particular case where m1 = m2 = m the last equation yields: 
 

2

4

8Gmv

c r
ξ =

∆
 

 
i.e., the familiar Einstein’s expression of total intensity 
of gravitational waves at a point ∆r apart from the orbit 
centre.  
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Fig. 1. The gravitational wave irradiated from the area 2bhrπ∆ of the orbital plane of the reduced mass µ is received by an observer at 

a distance ∆r 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. The intensity of the gravitational wave is consistent with the aperture angle of the ideal cone of the Fig. 1, whose internal 

surface A intercepts the propagating wave front. The position of the observer defines the measure point at a distance ∆r 
normal to the orbit plane 

 
This reasoning also shows that the gravitational waves 
must be emitted at rate equal to c: Only an emission rate 
asymptotically tending to the speed of light could escape 
from an external point asymptotically close to the event 
horizon surface of the mass M. This conclusion will be 
confirmed via additional and more fundamental 
considerations in the next section.  

To show the black hole feature of the Equation (25) 
and verify the related assumption on the Equation (26) it 
is necessary to start from Equation (6) more general than 

the simpler Equation (7), which also gives way of 
explaining the physical meaning of ∆r including the 
coefficient b. Note first of all that whatever the analytical 
expression of (nħ)2+2bµ might be, εo of Equation (6) still 
reads |α1/2∆r| = εo like in the Equation (7) and (8) due to 
the Equation (5). This conclusion is easily understood 
recalling that the boundary values of the uncertainty 
ranges are arbitrary, unknown and undeterminable in 
principle by fundamental assumption; so they cannot 
play any role in the present model. To show this point, 
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note that 2bµ in the Equation (5) suggests writing (nħ)2+2bµ 
= (nħ+bµ/nħ)2 -(bµ/nħ)2; so rewrite Equation (27): 
 

2

1 0
1 1

(n b / n ) (b / n )
r r r

+ µ µ∆ = − = −
µα µα

h h h
 (27) 

 
Whatever α1 might be; clearly these considerations 

hold in principle both for Coulomb and planetary 
systems. The fact that the addends at right hand side 
reproduce the range boundaries, requires that 
(nħ+bµ/nħ)2 and (bµ/nħ)2 should have themselves an 
analogous form; in other words it appears reasonable 
to expect that the presence of b does not contradict the 
first order form of ∆r, but it should simply broaden 
and generalize that of Equation (7). In this respect 
also note that Equation (28): 
 

( )2

1 0 0 0
1 1

n b / n (b / n )
r ' r r          r r

+ µ µ′ ′∆ = − = = +
µα µα

h h h
 (28) 

 
Yet, as previously stated, changing r0 to 0r′  means 

merely changing the position of the range with respect to 
the origin of the reference system R initially introduced 
or, identically, changing reference system. However all 
reference systems are physically indistinguishable and 
thus equivalent in calculating the observables via the 
uncertainty ranges of Equation (1) as previously shown 
for the angular momentum and the energy levels. In fact 
∆r’ is physically indistinguishable from ∆r; being r0 and 
r1 arbitrary, any value allowed for the latter is identically 
allowed for the former as well. In effect the section 2 has 
shown that neither r1 and r0 nor the corresponding 
boundary values of the radial momentum range need 
being specified to obtain the correct quantum 
eigenvalues of angular momentum and energy; rather, 
appears crucial their quantization condition via the 
Equation (1). So the lack of any hypothesis about the 
uncertainty ranges, in particular about their actual sizes, 
suggests regarding b in order that: 
 

2 2

1 1

2
1

0 2 2

b (n ) (n )
n     r

n

1
n n n       

2 (n ) (n )

′′ ′µ ′= ∆ = −
µα µα

µα′′ ′= + ε =
′′ ′−

h h
h

h

h h

 

 
being n’ a further integer arbitrary itself like n; the fourth 
equation is the generalization at the second order of the 
potential of εo of the Equation (6), which is indeed 
obtained as a particular case for n’ = 0. Define thus 
Equation (29 and 30): 

2
1

ell ell 2
1

(n ) 1
r         

2 (n )

′′ µα∆ = ε = −
′′µα

h

h
 (29) 

 
2
1

circ circ 2 2
1

(n ) (n ) 1
r        

2 (n ) (n )

′′ ′− µα∆ = ε = −
′′ ′µα −

h h

h h
 (30) 

 
The definitions are due to the fact that εell corresponds 

to ∆r dependent on n2 and n’2, whereas εcirc corresponds to 
∆r dependent on n2 and n’ in such a way however to 
remove its dependence upon n’2; so the subscripts 
emphasize that in the former case only ∆r corresponds to 
elliptic orbits, whereas in the latter case ∆r still describes 
circular orbits in a different reference system. This clearly 
appears noting that classically Equation (31): 
 

2
ell circ/ 1 e           e n / (n n ) 1′ ′ε ε = − = + <  (31) 

 
as it is well known; this conclusion was already inferred 
in (Tosto, 2000). It is also clear that if α1 = −Ze2 the 
Equation (7) correspond to the Bohr circular electron 
orbits, whereas instead εell corresponds to the elliptic 
orbits of the Sommerfeld model; although the quantum 
εell is formally indistinguishable from εG of Equation (7) 
because any value allowed to n” is also allowed to n, in 
agreement with the aforesaid requirement, remains 
however the fact that n” is determined by two 
independent values of quantum numbers rather than by 
one quantum number only. At the second order 
truncation of the interaction potential ϕ the energies of 
Bohr and Sommerfeld electron orbits are degenerate, as 
it is known. Of course today the modern quantum 
mechanics overcomes this aged reference to the classical 
physics, justifiable at the time where the new born 
quantum mechanics was still gripped to the well 
established and long trusted classical physics. In effect 
the present quantum model does not need any 
phenomenological reference to the concept of orbit or 
trajectory; it has been shown that the mere physical 
definition of angular momentum leads to the quantized 
values without any hypothesis about the nature of the 
particle or its angular motion around the nucleus. Yet the 
concept of orbit is still useful when concerning the 
quantum behaviour of macroscopic objects: In effect the 
short remind to the hydrogenlike atoms has been once 
again sketched as a check of considerations actually 
aimed to describe planetary systems only. Let us 
return thus to the gravitational waves. Since both n 
and n’ depend on time only, indeed ∆r and εG depend 
on the time just because of them, let us rewrite the 
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Equation (18) in order to emphasize its dependence on 
δ∆t via δn and δn’ as follows: 
 

r r n r n '

t n t n ' t

δ∆ δ∆ δ δ∆ δ= +
δ∆ δ δ∆ δ δ∆

 

 
To specify the interest to describe the orbiting system 

at the event horizon, however, it is also necessary to 
impose the condition: 
 

r n r r n ' t
0

t t n n ' t n

δ∆ δ δ∆ δ∆ δ δ∆ = + = δ∆ δ∆ δ δ δ∆ δ 
 

 
still regarding for simplicity δn and δn’ as differentials; 
in fact this equation hinders energy dissipation via 
gravitational waves concurrent to the shrinking of the 
orbit radius, see Equation (19). This case is coherent 
with that previously carried out in section 4, as also now 
∆r given by Equation (30) is still pertinent to circular 
orbits despite the presence of n’. Intending therefore 
circ circr r∆ ≡ ∆ , calculate: 
 

r r n '
0

n n ' n

δ∆ δ∆ δ+ =
δ δ δ

 

 
That yields the equation n’+nδn’/δn+n = 0 whose 

solution is n’ = const/n- n/2. The integration constant is 
calculated replacing this solution into the equation of ∆rbh 
= 2MG/c2, which expresses the black hole condition for 
the total mass M of the gravitational system. Thus, owing 
to the Equation (7), 2ħ2 const/(µ2MG) = 2MG/c2 yields: 
 

2

bh

MG 1 MG 1
n ' n                 r r

n c 2 n c 2

 µ µ = − ≥ ∆ ≤ ∆  
   h h

 (32) 

 
Which must fulfil the given condition because both n 

and n’ are positive. Being 2n GM r= µ ∆h  is immediately 

inferred the second inequality in Equation (32), which 
holds for any n fulfilling the black hole condition. This 
conclusion is obvious: It expresses the fact that to form a 
black hole of mass M, the size of ∆r cannot overcome a 
critical value consistent with that allowed by 

2 3
bh bhMG r= ω ∆ , which is clearly controlled by n and n’. 

Thus the event horizon compels not only a relationship 
between n and n’, unnecessary when the system is free to 
irradiate energy, but also an upper limit to the value of n. 
Hence the orbiting system behaves as a whole like a 
black hole if its space size is smaller than that enabling 
the black hole condition of its total mass. In conclusion, 

it is possible to conceive a system that does not irradiate 
gravitational waves provided that its whole density 
fulfils that of Equation (25). 

6. THE LIGHT BEAM BENDING 

An interesting and straightforward extension of the 
considerations so far carried out concerns the behaviour 
of a quantum gravitational system at and beyond the 
distance characterizing the black hole condition; the 
Equation (7) are in particular useful for this purpose. 
Strictly speaking, the approach leading to the Equation 
(6) does not necessarily require a bound state; even 
under an attractive potential, the negative sign of εG is 
due indeed to the choice of quantum numbers l of 
angular momentum such that l≤ n-1. Yet considering for 
instance l = n, means describing an open two body 
system. The case of interest here is that where one 
particle comes from minus infinity and proceeds to 
infinity along a curved trajectory determined by its 
interaction with the source of the attractive field ϕ. 
Owing to its importance, the light beam bending in a 
gravitational field is examined here although already 
introduced in a previous paper (Tosto, 2013b); it seems 
indeed significant to propose a further contribution to 
this topic exploiting purposely the results obtained in this 
study only, to confirm their validity and to gain further 
physical information on the link between quantum 
mechanics and relativity. 

The reason why the light beam should curve its path 
when interacting with a gravitational source is easily 
explained. First of all, the photon interacts with the 
gravity field; otherwise its incapability of escaping from 
the event horizon of a black hole would be unexplained 
(Tosto, 2013b). Moreover a free photon moves in the 
vacuum with linear motion at constant speed c; if 
however it interacts with a field, then by definition its 
motion is perturbed. In particular is perturbed its 
momentum. Since c is a constant, the only possible 
perturbation of the momentum can concern the direction 
of motion: The unperturbed linear path turns in the 
presence of the field into a perturbed bent path. 
Eventually if the photon interacts with the gravity field, 
then the propagation rate of the latter must necessarily be 
equal to that of the former; otherwise a photon running 
away faster than the field wouldn’t “feel” the field and 
couldn’t interact. This conclusion has been in effect 
inferred in the previous section. The black hole 
behaviour of the gravitational system is essential for the 
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present purposes, the starting points are the quantum 
Equation (7) of ∆r and εG. 

As the photon of energy ε interacts with the gravity 
field, it can be regard like a particle of mass m1 = ε/c2; 
thus is now this m1 the partner of the orbiting system of 
total mass M and reduced mass µ. Rewrite identically the 
equation (8) as: 
 

bh
ang G bh2 2

l(l 1) l(l 1) r

n n r

+ + ∆ε = ε = ε
∆

 

 
because / /G bh bhr rε ε = ∆ ∆  at any ∆r. So: 
 

bh
ang bh 2

l(l 1) r
            

n r

+ ∆ε = ξ ε ξ =
∆

 

 
A bent path, even not necessarily closed, is consistent 

in principle with the existence of a local angular 
momentum; so the parameter ξ must be purposely 
determined in order to describe the angular momentum 
of m1, identifiable in effect by the term l(l+1) of the 
energy εang. Note that the second equation defines the 
amount ξ∆r; so let ξ have consequently the physical 
meaning of an angle δφ delimiting an arc δs = s2-s1 
=∆rδφ of circumference of given radius ∆r, to which 
indeed corresponds the arc length δs = l(l+1)∆rbh/n

2 . The 
boundary coordinates s1 and s2 define on the 
circumference the position of two tangents that 
schematize the path travelled by a photon asymptotically 
free at -∞ and +∞: The photon coming from minus 
infinity approaches the circumference of radius ∆r along 
a straight path till to the tangent point s1, then it proceeds 
on the circumference along the curved arc ∆rδφ until the 
point  s2, then it continues its run along a straight path 
from the tangent point s2 to infinity. Of course δφ is also 
the angle between the tangents themselves, i.e., it 
represents the gravitational field driven deviation of the 
linear path of the free photon. All this requires simply 
assuming ξ = δφ. Hence: 
 

bh
2

l(l 1) r
         (l n)

n r

+ ∆δφ = δφ = δφ ≥
∆

 

 
As expected δφ is proportional to the local angular 

momentum via l(l +1); the second equation emphasizes 
that the bending angle corresponds to an unbound 
quantum state of the system. Despite the large value of n 
calculated in the Equation (9) for a bound system, it is 
reasonable to calculate δφ for the ground unbound state 
of the open system of interest here; to n = 1 corresponds 

therefore l = 1, i.e., the ground value of perturbation 
driven angular momentum that governs the bending 
effect. One finds thus Equation (33): 
 

bh
2

r 4GM
2

r c r

∆δφ = =
∆ ∆

 (33) 

 
In effect this is the well known Einstein result of light 

beam bending in the presence of the gravity field M, 
which is here the total mass of the bodies constituting the 
orbital system. Of course the minimum distance ∆r 
between photon and gravity source is replaced here by the 
radius of the circle that determines the size of the orbiting 
system and thus the arc of circumference corresponding to 
the angle δφ; yet this is acceptable, because for small 
angles any curved trajectory can be locally approximated 
by an appropriate osculating circumference. 

7. DISCUSSION 

The physical nature of the gravitational waves is 
explained in the general relativity as the existence of 
ripples of the space-time: The gravity field equations 
admit indeed a wave-like solution. In the present 
quantum model, instead, the origin of the gravitational 
waves relies entirely on quantum considerations based 
on the space-time uncertainty of the Equation (1); the 
waves are simply the radiative decay of an orbiting 
quantum system formally similar to the Bohr model of 
atom. It is clear why circular orbits have been concerned 
to simplify as much as possible the mathematical 
approach; the essential point of the model, i.e., the 
quantum origin of the gravitational waves, appears 
conceptually clear even in this simple case without need 
of unnecessary complications. Actually it is easy to 
extend the naïve model of circular orbits to the elliptic 
orbits where one more parameter is necessary, i.e., the 
eccentricity e also introduced in a natural way in 
Equation (31); yet the fact that even the crudest 
approximation of circular orbits is enough to find a 
quantum result that agrees with that of relativity, ensures 
that the present starting point to tackle the problem is 
substantially correct. Although the model aims primarily 
to provide a reasonable quantum explanation of the 
gravitational waves, some crucial points also emerged 
during its formulation deserve being further highlighted. 
One of these points is to explain why the Bohr atom is 
stable whereas the planetary gravitational systems tend 
to shrink with emission of gravitational waves. The 
explanation does not rely on either form of the potential 
energy, but on the number n of allowed quantum states 
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compatible with the size scale of either system: Is not 
surprising the tendency of gravitational systems to 
behave similarly to the atomic systems, indeed holds 
anyway their propensity to the most stable configuration 
allowed by the fundamental laws of nature; yet the 
ability of the former to decay down to the ground state is 
more striking and evident than that of the latter just 
because of their different numbers n of allowed quantum 
states. The importance of n appears once accepting that 
the physical laws of our universe are governed by the 
concept of space-time uncertainty, even though 
formulated in its most agnostic form and without need of 
further “ad hoc” hypotheses. Masses and uncertainty 
ranges of atom systems are such that n is of the order of 
magnitude of a few units only; in fact large values of n 
would mean abandoning the quantum world to attain the 
classical limit, in agreement with the correspondence 
principle. Instead n of planetary systems amounts to 
several powers of ten, as previously shown and in 
agreement with the fact that in fact the macroscopic 
structures fall in the realm of classical physics. In this 
short statement there is the double essence (i) of the 
different strengths of the electromagnetic and 
gravitational interactions that control the respective 
bond lengths and thus space scales and (ii) of the 
extraordinary success of the relativity in describing the 
universe dominated by the gravity force despite its 
classical character. For this reason the classical root of 
the present model has been presumed “a priori” 
reliable, as it seems after all confirmed. 

The enhancement ingredients of the relativity are its 
4-dimensional basis and covariant formulation; in the 
present model, instead, the enhancement ingredient is the 
quantum contribution provided by the Equation (1) only. 
As these equations have inherently 4-D character, the 
comparison with the relativistic formalism reveals that 
somehow the space-time uncertainty surrogates the 
concept of covariancy, although initially conceived 
aiming to quantum problems only; this conclusion appears 
validated also by the further relativistic results concerned 
in (Tosto, 2013b). In effect the idea of covariancy has 
been introduced also here, to guess a similar form of the 
Equation (27) and (28).  

To emphasize a significant implication of the model, 
the sum J2 +2(α2 -b)µ appearing in the Equation (5) 
deserves a short digression. Since is self-evident that the 
addend (α2-b)µ must be a square angular momentum 
itself, let us require that (α2 -b)µ = 0 for l = 0 likewise J2 
= l(l+1)ħ2: It is not admissible that the angular 
momentum of any system can be zero or different from 
zero depending on the number of terms only of the 

series development of the interaction potential 
introduced in the energy equation. Therefore it must 
be true that (α2-b)µ = ±lsħ2 depending on the sign of 
α2-b. To understand what s might be, note in this 
result the product lħ times sħ; i.e., also sħ, likewise lħ, 
should be the component of an angular momentum 
vector S along an arbitrary direction defined by the 
unit vector w. In effect the numerator of the last 
Equation (5), rewritten identically but more 
expressively as J2±2lsħ2, reads also as follows 
Equation (34): 
 

2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2

l(l 1) 2ls (L S) S          L l(l 1)

S s(s 1)          L S ls

+ ± = ± − = +

= + ⋅ = ±

h h h

h h

 (34) 

 
Here we have reasonably inferred S2 from s in the 

same way as does L2 from l. On the one hand the first 
equation agrees with the previous statement that J must 
be included within a quantum range ∆J as a consequence 
of the positions (2), likewise as r and pr in the classical 
equation (3) turn into the respective uncertainty ranges 
∆r and ∆pr of the quantum Equation (4). On the other 
hand we have made explicit what the range ∆J actually 
is, i.e., ∆J =JL+S -JS = (L±S) - S: The vector S defines 
together with L±S the boundaries of the angular 
momentum uncertainty range ∆J. While the first 
Equation (34) evidences that (L ± S)2 – S2 including both 
coefficients of series development anyway vanishes for 
L = 0, as required by the motivation of the present 
reasoning at the second order approximation of the 
potential ϕ, the interesting fact is that L = 0 does not 
necessarily exclude S≠0; it simply entails S2–S2 = 0. 
Eventually if l(l +1) is an integer, then also 2ls must be 
an integer itself, once more because of the same 
aforesaid motivation; yet this condition is fulfilled by s 
integer or even half integer, which shows that l and s 
have different physical meaning. Since the former 
represents the angular space motion of a particle, as 
shown in the section 2 and in the previous examples, the 
latter can be nothing else but an intrinsic angular 
momentum of the particle itself. 

For brevity the digression stops here because the spin 
of quantum particles is not relevant for the purposes of 
the present paper mostly devoted to planetary systems, in 
effect it has been skipped everywhere; yet this short note, 
although introduced here as it would be a mere marginal 
remark only, shows once more that the Equation (1) 
yield indifferently and contextually quantum and 
relativistic results without hypotheses additional to the 
concept of uncertainty only. 

It is also worth noting the Einstein abandoned the 
concept of gravity force for that of space-time 
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deformation in the presence of mass. Here instead the 
force appears explicitly, see for instance the first 
Equation (15); yet also here this force is nothing else but 
space-time deformation. What else otherwise could 
represent from a physical point of view the changes of 
the uncertainty ranges ∆δpr due to ∆δr and ∆δt? The only 
difference with respect to the relativity is that here the 
deformation of space-time does not involve the 
dynamical variables, but ranges of conjugate dynamical 
variables subjected to the requirement of uncertainty. 
This makes the concept of space-time deformation even 
more abstract than in relativity; moreover the positions 
(2) make useless the tensor formalism that necessarily 
implements assigned values of local dynamical variables, 
here instead disregarded since the beginning 
conceptually and not as a sort of approximation to 
simplify some calculation. The results are nevertheless 
consistent with that of the relativity. 

A significant outcome of the model is the evidence 
that actually the planetary systems have a feature in 
common with the atomic systems, i.e., the ability of 
regarding emission and absorption of energy in a 
reversible and symmetric way. Atoms absorb or release 
electromagnetic waves via excitation or decay of 
electrons in their allowed energy levels, whereas the 
effective chance of energy exchange between them is 
subjected to the resonance condition. Also in this respect, 
the quantum approach prospects an analogous 
mechanism of emission and absorption of gravitational 
waves; by definition both signs are admissible for the 
change δn of the number of states, which in turn 
determine the wavelengths and controls the signs of 
δ∆ε/δ∆t and δ∆r/δ∆t that discriminate either chance of 
releasing or absorbing energy. This conclusion holds 
because the results of section 3 show that in fact n and l 
play exactly the role of the respective quantum numbers 
characterizing the solution of the Schrodinger equation. 
Note however that while is very easy to infer the 
quantum angular momentum and the electron energy 
levels of hydrogenlike atoms via the Equation (1), it 
would have been really problematic to infer the 
gravitational waves via the wave formalism solving the 
appropriate Schrodinger equation; the broad spectrum of 
results attainable via the Equation (1) is the best proof of 
their wider generality. In this respect, it is interesting the 
fact that the quantum number l of non-relativistic angular 
momentum appearing in the Equation (34), controls the 
relativistic expression (33) of the light beam bending; 
this is the quantum signature underlying also a crucial 

result of the general relativity, the space-time curvature, 
to explain the gravity force. 

Deserves attention also the fact of having inferred as 
a corollary of the Equation (1) even the Newton law 
(Tosto, 2000; 2013b), which is itself a further crucial 
point of the present paper; it shows that the Equation (1) 
are in fact a fundamental principle of nature, able to 
include both quantum and relativistic results. Indeed the 
same conceptual basis exploited in the present paper 
allowed obtaining as a corollary even the Hawking 
entropy and temperature together with the Friedmann 
equation, which is the fundamental theoretical basis to 
describe the evolution of the universe. 

In this respect it is worth emphasizing a side outcome 
of the present model, i.e., the anti-gravity. This idea, 
already introduced in a previous paper (Tosto, 2013b), 
appears more clearly while discussing the quantum 
formulation of the eigenvalues of a gravitational system. 
When considering the signs allowed for α1 and α2-b in 
the Equation (4) and (5), the attractive gravitational 
potential allowing the bond energy between two isolated 
masses results contextually compatible also with the 
existence of a repulsive gravitational potential between 
these masses. This chance opens a new scenario about 
the forces with which interacts the matter of our 
universe: The sensible results obtained via one particular 
choice of signs, of course that leading to the 
“conventional” gravity force, compels accepting also the 
idea of alternative unusual anti-force. The so called “fifth 
force”, has been in effect evocated by some authors 
(Hayasaka and Takeuchi, 1989) to support exotic 
hypotheses, like the negative energy and the worm-holes 
(Morris et al., 1988; Hathaway et al., 2003). Moreover 
strange phenomena, like the so called Hutchison effect, 
have been also debated although in lack of firm 
experimental evidence. Besides the fact that no 
experimental test is today considered conclusive to 
validate these ideas, the major issue of this topic is that 
the theoretical frame is still unclear itself. Despite all 
theoretical efforts are at present carried out exclusively 
within a relativistic frame, further quantum outcomes in 
progress could hopefully contribute to clarify this 
challenging topic. The previous considerations on the 
signs of the terms of series development of the 
interaction potential ϕ, whose particular choice allowed 
inferring the Newton potential as first order 
approximation, are under investigation. Indeed two 
significant hints appear in this quantum model. One 
concerns once again the successful chance of defining 
the first coefficient α1 both as ±µGM and ±Ze2, the 
former leading to the gravity force the latter to the 
Coulomb force, that describe likewise a planetary system 
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and the Bohr atom: So in a sense it is not surprising that 
the familiar attractive/repulsive character of the latter 
corresponds to an analogous attractive/repulsive ability 
of the former. The formal symmetry between the 
electromagnetic and gravitational interaction has been 
already remarked, see for instance the Equation (13) 
where still appears ħ; despite the enormous difference of 
strength and physical meaning, the former obeys the 
Maxwell equations the latter does not, the quantum 
mechanism of emission of electromagnetic radiation or 
gravitational waves reveals an amazing similarity. 
Something else must be hidden in this indication, which 
cannot be merely accidental. The second hint concerns 
the non-trivial fact that even the Coulomb law is a first 
order approximation only of a more complex interaction, 
as in effect it has been found in (Tosto, 2004). Also note 
in this respect that the Equation (33) has been inferred 
considering the light beam deflection under the usual 
attractive potential, in which case the light beam tends to 
wrap around the gravity source; however the 
hypothesized antigravity potential, if really still existing 
and active somewhere in the universe, stimulates in 
principle the question about how it could deflect a light 
beam: May be in an opposite way, i.e. similarly to the 
behaviour of two charges of the same sign. 

In the previous papers and in the present one, the 
quantum approach goes deep into the general relativity 
realm without necessity of requiring extra-dimensions to 
introduce the quantization condition into the model of 
gravitational system. Of course the present model does 
not exclude their physical reality, waiving the extra-
dimensions is simply consequence of the basic idea 
followed here: Rather than attempting to modify the 
relativity in order to make it compliant with the quantum 
theory, the model has shown that in fact the former is a 
branch of the latter once accepting the idea of space-time 
uncertainty as a common root. Indeed the present model 
does not propose an alternative path to the gravitational 
waves still in the frame of some relativistic theory born 
after the early Einstein formulation; the paper aims 
instead to propose a new “ab initio” approach based on 
the Equation (1) only and to check the agreement of the 
quantum results with the relativistic ones. It must be 
noted in this respect that the relativity alone is 
incomplete if not merged with the quantum theory; for 
instance it cannot account for the important effects like 
the Hawking entropy or the vacuum polarization, as 
instead the present model does. 

The quantum instability of the orbiting systems has at 
least three further implications, whose discussion needs 
however an introductory remark of general character. In 

(Tosto, 2013b), for instance, the link between local 
momentum p and energy ε of a free particle moving at 
rate v has been found in the form 2v /p cε∆ = ∆ ; the 

quantum uncertainty ranges show therefore that the 
functional relationship between p and ε is 2v /p cε= . 

This result, obtained exploiting the Equation (1) only, 
agrees with but it is not identical replica of the special 
relativity; here p and ε are random local variables, in 
principle unknown and unknowable, included in the 
respective uncertainty ranges whose sizes are unknown 
and unknowable as well. Yet, despite this agnostic 
starting point, previous papers show how to obtain both 
relativistic and quantum results; in this paper, 
significant examples are the Equation (23) and (24) on 
the one side and the Equation (34) on the other side. So 
the statement that the present model is not mere replica 
of the relativity has a well defined physical meaning: 
The equations have the same form of the relativistic 
ones, of course, but fully quantum character because 
they inherently contain the essential concept of 
uncertainty. These considerations suggest new hints to 
the cosmology and to the relativity itself. 

The first implication concerns the chance of energy 
transfer within the universe via gravitational waves. A 
possible mechanism envisages an orbiting system 
emitting waves that once intercepted by an analogous 
system far apart excite this latter to a higher energy 
quantum level; the idea is well known, any system 
absorbs the waves it is able to emit. The similarity with 
the analogous mechanism involving photons and electron 
energy levels agrees with and supports the idea of 
“graviton”, i.e. quantum of wave energy introduced 
through δn at the end of the section 4. Very high values 
of n mean small spacing between gravitational quantum 
levels, so that n>>1 and δn>>1 can be approximately 
regarded as continuous variables; then appropriate δn 
and n can realistically fulfil the resonance condition 
between two orbiting quantum systems far apart. Despite 
the tiny interaction effect measurable according to the 
results of the section 5, the huger space scale of the 
cosmic systems involved and the large number of bodies 
orbiting around or accelerated by the field of other 
masses in the whole universe suggest the actual chance 
of relevant amounts of energy exchanged with this 
coupling mechanism. 

Recall now the reasoning introduced when describing 
the light beam bending: The motion of a test mass 
perturbed by a field implies a local angular momentum 
and thus a local angular velocity ω and curvature radius 
∆r. The second implication of the model concerns just 
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the light beam bending, which from a gravitational point 
of view has been described by photons of energy ε and 
equivalent mass 2/ cµ = ε . Thus: Are bent light beams 

able to irradiate themselves gravitational waves? If so, 
then their wavelengths should increase in the presence of a 
perturbing gravity field; this effect is similar to the redshift 
of a photon climbing radially outwards of the field. In this 
specific case the relativity describes a symmetric process, 
i.e., blueshift is expected when a photon falls towards 
the gravity source; it is not surprising therefore that 
both redshift and blueshift could also occur even when 
photons emit or absorb gravitational waves via the 
coupling mechanism previously introduced. In fact 
have been experimentally observed bursts of γ-rays of 
the order of 1047 J, which thus correspond to a total 
equivalent mass of the order of 1030 Kg similar to that 
of the sun; as these figures are comparable to that of 
orbiting solid bodies, it follows that at least in principle 
even the light beam bending could significantly 
contribute to the total energy balance of the 
gravitational waves spreading throughout the universe. 

It follows by consequence the third implication of 
the quantum model, i.e. the ability of photons to 
interact indirectly with matter via gravitational waves: 
Once regarding orbiting/accelerated matter and bent 
light beams as potential emitters/absorbers, holds for 
both the possibility of positive or negative δn, they in 
fact exchange energy. Also this kind of long distance 
interaction could be significant because of the huge 
number of systems prospectively involved within the 
whole universe. 

This picture of interactions, although qualitative, 
reveals a universe more interconnected and complex than 
that expected considering the direct effects of the gravity 
only. One aspect of the research in progress about these 
long-range interactions aims to verify these ideas and 
quantify the aforesaid effects, for instance calculating the 
probability of gravitational wave induced transitions 
between orbiting quantum levels. All these effects involve 
well known topics typical of the quantum mechanics; so 
no conceptual restriction hinders in principle extending 
further the results hitherto exposed in order to better 
understand the physics of the gravitational waves, in 
particular their interaction with light and matter. Crucial 
appear instead the conceptual limits posed by the quantum 
theory itself. In other words further information on the 
physics of the gravitational wave is achievable, but within 
the limits of the quantum knowledge we can afford. This 
compelling condition, consequential in a quantum 
approach only, deserves more attention. 

The previous results strongly suggest that both 
relativity and quantum theory have a common 
fundamental root, the uncertainty i.e., our hopeless 
inability to know everything with arbitrary accuracy: The 
Equation (1) represent a sort of insurmountable barrier 
that defines the essential information we can afford about 
the events allowed in nature. It is really difficult to think 
that such a limit of the quantum world should not hold 
also in the relativistic realm. Just to this aspect of the 
model is devoted a closing remark. 

The quantum mechanical approach hitherto carried 
out via the Equation (1) could seem less complete than 
that carried out via relativistic approach; for instance we 
haven’t concerned the polarizations “x” and “+” of the 
gravitational waves, rather a simple energy balance on 
the gravitational system only was enough to explain its 
instability. Of course further investigation on these 
points, in this paper waived uniquely for brevity, is 
presently in progress. This omission is however mostly 
due to the priority attention that must be paid to the 
limits posed by the quantum theory on the physical 
observables: Any classical approach allows in principle 
calculating everything, the commutation rules of 
quantum operators discriminate instead which amounts 
really correspond to physical eigenvalues. 

8. CONCLUSION 

The quantum approach introduced by the present 
model poses new problems about the science of the 
gravitational waves. The quantum theory was refused 
by Einstein because considered imperfect (“God does 
not play dice”), incomplete (e.g., J2 and Jz only have 
physical meaning), non-local (EPR paradox and 
“hidden variables”) and non-real (“The moon exists 
even though nobody observes it”). 

The relativity defines in detail several properties of 
the gravitational wave, e.g., its “x” and “+” polarizations 
resulting from the quadrupole approximation to solve the 
field equations as a perturbation of the flat Minkowski 
space-time. In effect the classical origin of the relativity 
does not put in principle limits to the amount and kind of 
quantities calculable; the quantum theory instead does, 
e.g., nobody could dare measuring Jz and Jx. So at the 
end of this study is legitimate the question about how, in 
general, the quantum standpoint could modify also the 
commonly acknowledged experimental frame to validate 
the theoretical outcomes of the relativity. A possible task 
is to examine carefully the true physical motivation of 
the unsuccessful attempts so far carried out to detect 
directly the waves, despite an ample amount of 
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observations provides indirect proofs of their existence 
(Weisberg et al., 1981). Is this experimental difficulty 
really due to the tiny contraction/dilation effects inherent 
the weak intensity of the waves only? or perhaps are we 
attempting to measure some unphysical quantum effect? 
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